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Dear Editors and Reviewers,

We are happy to find that our manuscript has been in principle accepted. We have now made a final check of our manuscript for typographical errors and the following changes have been made:

1. In the result section, under analysis, on page 10, first paragraph.

   Line three:

   The label for category (b), Content area 1 is changed from “‘the uncertain subsistence’” to “‘uncertain subsistence’” as this is the correct label for this category. And the word “and” is added in front of the label as this was missing.

   And line six and seven:

   The label for category (b), Content area 3 is changed from “‘possibilities to create conditions for life’”, to “‘possibilities to create premises for a good life’” as this is the correct label for this category.

2. In the result section, under content area 2: interaction with the health care system, page 13, after the last sentence before the last citation an extra dot (.) that should not be there is removed.
3. In the **discussion section**, under **result discussion**, page 19, first paragraph, third line, a blank space is added between the last word of the sentence “important” and the reference “[23]”.

4. In **Table 2, Results**, on page 27:

   Under the column Categories, second row “The uncertain subsistence” is, as above, changed to “Uncertain subsistence”.

   Under the same column, sixth row “The possibilities to create conditions for life” is, also as above, changed to “The possibilities to create premises for a good life”.

   Under the column Theme, the words “fragmented interaction” had the wrong formatting and is changed to the correct formatting, fonts Times New Roman.
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